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Introduction & Background
Some stuff you need to know...
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Who are we?
Introductions – Mike and Andre
Pharmacists & LPN Chairs
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What do we aim to achieve with this webinar?
Practice Ownership

eRD is valuable
eRD is possible
Simplicity & Speed

eRD

Satisfaction & Reward
How you get support
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What is eRD?
Taking away the complexity

For the sake of clarity
Simple process that allows the
prescriber to authorise and issue a
batch of repeatable scripts for up to 12
months with just one electronic
signature.
Its existed for 10 years or so...
Stored on NHS spine and downloaded
by nominated Pharmacy each month
Could do up to 80% of Rxs on eRD
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Getting over the hump
Investing time up front in eRD
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Effort

Effort
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Benefits
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Months

Benefits of eRD do not kick in until threshold number of patients have been started AND that
enough time has past for reviews to become over longer periods of time (annually)
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Who is this webinar for?

Cumbria & North East
No. CCGs: 11
No. Practices: 369
No: PCNs: 66
No practices <5% eRD: 65

North Cumbria, North East & Yorkshire
1035 Practices across the North East &
Yorkshire

Variability

CNE

479 practices across the North East & North
Yorkshire have eRD utilisation rates of less than 5%.

NY&H
West Yorkshire &
Harrogate
No. CCGs: 9
No. Practices: 312
No: PCNs: tbc
No practices <5% eRD:
163
South Yorkshire &
Bassetlaw
No. CCGs: 5
No. Practices: 187
No: PCNs: tbc
No practices <5% eRD:
113

NY&H

WYH

SYB

No. CCGs: 7
No. Practices: 167
No: PCNs: 33
No practices <5%
eRD: 138
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So, is this valuable for General Practice?
Pulling the pieces together...

3) Talking to practices
1) Recognising the challenges
Yes we knew it benefited pharmacy
teams BUT people said eRD
increases waste / can be lead to
mistakes / can take more time /
Barriers

2) Looking at the data
479 practices across CNE and
Yorkshire had an adoption rate of
below 5% and that some CCGs
had very high levels of eRD
utilisation and some very low.
This was puzzling.

Interestingly! We asked some
high eRD practices to explain
what the benefits are – they
found this difficult...

4) Finding the truth
We flipped the question and
instead asked them HOW
THEY WOULD FEEL if we
took eRD away tomorrow
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Why we’re passionate about eRD (benefits)
Pulling the pieces together...

Recruitment
Problems

Volume of
Prescriptions

Ageing
Population

www.inspirasign.com

More
pressures

Greater
Demand

GP
retirement
age
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Covid-19 Response - eRD & Safety
Tackling transmission

This is very real

Our toolbox

Benefits

People in every
community are
affected and are
being asked to
STAY AT HOME

We must utilise every
tool at our disposal to
help keep OUR teams
and OUR patients
safe

Across a large geography
and population eRD can
massively reduce footfall
into practices and
pharmacies
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NHS England Advice
How can we ‘Make A Difference’?

reduce footfall, GP practices should convert repeat prescribing
“toToelectronic
repeat dispensing (ERD) or online repeat ordering and
ensure that EPS nominations are in place for their patients. The
benefits of this are already being felt, with 500,000 new
nominations set up in the last week.

”

NHS England Covid-19 Communications
27th March 2020
Dr Nikita Kanani - Medical Director for Primary Care
Ed Waller – Director Primary Care Strategy and NHS Contracts
NHS England and NHS Improvement NHS England and NHS Improvement
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Why we’re passionate about eRD (benefits)

Reduced Authorisations

Reduced Contacts

Reduced Administration

Improved Quality & Safety

Prescribers are required to
authorise less prescriptions

Patients are required to visit the
practice less often

Support staff at the practice are
required to manage fewer
prescriptions

More time can be spent on
review process and supporting
quality
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The Art of the Possible
The eRD journey of one General Practice

Moorlands Surgery
Darlington
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How to get started with eRD
What to consider as you start
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Thinking differently
Starting a new approach to eRD tomorrow

Who owns this? YOU own this
We’re not here to teach you how to suck
eggs!!

You can do it safely and effectively
Just make sure you pick patients
in a sensible way!

You’ll get support from your teams
Practice pharmacists & MO pharmacists
are good advisors who can help

Administration teams are KEY
The most important people are the teams
who will be making the changes

Set a target?

20%

Of patients onto eRD
would be a reasonable
target for most
practices who are
currently less than 5%

With the right support, this
could be achieved within 3
months.
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Getting this going!
“First Steps” for Practices who are low users of eRD

7 Day Patients

Consent

Secure patient
consent, but also
read RDTC
COVID19 guidance
on eRD and consent
(No 7 April 2020)

Put all 4x7 or weekly
patients onto eRD.
Ideally issue for 12
weeks. Factor in
required reviews,
bloods and
reauthorisation.
Stable patients
ONLY.
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Regular meds only

Changes

Always contact
pharmacy by phone
asking for key contact
if available or the
pharmacist, if there
are any amendments
or changes to
medication.

Next batch

Agree with Pharmacy
as to how future
batches will be
requested and issued
taking into account
med reviews, bloods
and re-authorisation

No PRNs, inhalers,
creams, CDs,
injections, or
expensive items.

Any changes

When there are
changes to
medication, continue
with the rest of the
eRD items, and
issue a replacement
batch for the
amended
medication. Speak
to the Pharmacy to
check how many
eRD batches they
have left.
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Communications

Patient review

These should be set
for review as per
your normal process
but try to spread
them out.

Its not just good to
talk with local
pharmacies, it is
essential to talk to
local pharmacies.
They can help you
get full visibility and
feedback on
processes

Check your eRD progress
NHS Digital
EPS/ERD Dashboard
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Support - NHS England
After this webinar we’re not going anywhere...

Keeping it simple
If you get stuck – email us at

england.cnepcn@nhs.net

Expert advice
We’ll help connect you to an expert in eRD
who can help with your query. SMEs will
come from a variety of backgrounds - CCGs,
CSUs, Practice Pharmacists, BSA
colleagues, AHSN etc.

Response within 24 hours
We aim to respond to all queries
within 24 hours – by email or phone
This support will be accessible to all practices, although practices with eRD rates of less than 5% will
be a priority group. We have already linked in with Local Pharmaceutical Committees (LPCs) and
Community Pharmacies across the region.
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Support - BSA
How the Business Services Authority can help

eRD patient identification
1) Make requests for
NHS numbers
to nhsbsa.epssupport@
nhs.net

3) Provide
your practice
name and
practice code.

2) We will validate
requests to ensure they
are genuine and then
send the NHS numbers.

4) Must be
from an
nhs.net email
address

Up to
80%

X%

Female Pts

Y%

Male Pts
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Summary
Key points from this session
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Summary
What have we learned?

Take home message

Join next webinar

Get on with it!!

Webinar 2

Collaborate & Communicate

Support

CCGs, PCN Pharmacist, MO
Pharmacist, Practice Pharmacist,
Community Pharmacy – avoid pitfalls

Support email address & Response by
SME

Trust

Win Win Win

Between pharmacy and General
Practice

Patients, Pharmacy and General
Practice

Next Steps
BSA Webinar is next on 21st for EMIS and 22nd
for SystmOne practices
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Practical resources we’ve used and would recommend
1. Useful resources - AHSN eRD Page - https://wessexahsn.org.uk/projects/120/electronic-repeatdispensing
2. To measure YOUR progress - NHS Digital EPS Dashboard - https://digital.nhs.uk/data-andinformation/data-tools-and-services/tools-for-accessing-data/deployment-and-utilisation-progress-data
3. To get help - NHS England eRD Support - england.cnepcn@nhs.net
4. Useful eRD Questions and Answers - Regional Drug and Therapeutics Centre (RDTC) https://rdtc.nhs.uk/sites/default/files/7-rdtc-gmmmg-covid-19-electronic-repeat-dispensing-adviceversion-1.pdf

